Whole broiler/fryer prices are trending steady to weak with WOGs in the weakest position. Supplies are moderate to heavy and well cleared. Retail and foodservice demand is light to moderate. Processing schedules are normal to reduced, as inclement weather in the Southeast caused some plants to close and/or experience transportation issues. Floor stocks are balanced. Market activity is slow to moderate. In the parts structure, prices are steady to weak for dark meat items and wings. Boneless skinless breasts and tenders are weak, and the remainder of parts are moderate. Supplies of boneless skinless breasts and tenders are heavy with continued discounting noted. Wings are mixed, with Jumbo size wings in the best position. Frozen parts are readily available and slow to clear. Demand is light. Market activity is slow. In production areas, live supplies are moderate. Weights are mixed, but mostly desirable.

Trading is light. The market is steady to mostly weak. Demand is light to moderate. The recent hurricane has resulted in some processing plants being down causing heavy supplies.